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CHAPTER I
A BRIEF SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE Oil RETARDATION.
Retardation may or may not be caused by a mental deficiency , but It
always indicates that the pupil is overage for his grade or is be-
hind the standard attainment set for normal pupils.
Attention was first called to the existence of retardation In
(1)
our schools,by Dr.William T.Harris, in the year 1895, but the sub-
ject received but scant attention in the decade that followed. The
initial study of a scientific character, of the causes and extent
of elimination of pupils, by age and grades, was made 19o7,by Dr.E.L
(2)
Thorndike .Since then, there has been a nation-wide awakening bq to
the importance of this problem and of its relation to retardation.
The chief merit of Dr .Thorndike 1 s article was that it called atten
tion to the excessive mortality in the intermediate and grammar
grades.
(3)
Dr.Leonard P.Ayres was the first to show retardation as one of
the primary causes of elimination.Now it is known, however, that re-
tardation itself is caused by many things, for example, by late en-
trance, irregular attendance
,
poor health, physical defects, lack of
mental capacity ,malnutrition, inability to learn* and moving from
school to school.
Little has been done to show the relative influence of many of
these causes of retardation .For example, no one knows, as yet,wheth-
a
er low deportment is more Important factor in determining retarda-
tion than malnutrition or whether it is less important than late
entrance .Nor has the relative importance of malnutrition to over-
crowded rooms beertdetermined .Until the various factors that in-

— in-
fluence and determine retardation have been equated, we shall be
more or less helpless in making adjustments to reduce retardation.
It is true , however, that we have more information about some of
these causes than about others .Late entrance , irregular attendance,
and sickness have been considered In many of the investigations.
Late Entrance.
The advocates of late entrance say there is no time lost by keep-
ing pupils out of school until they are seven years old or older,
because the time thus lost by late entrance, if the pupil is healthj
will be made up by him or her. Is this a fact?
We have but little material that sheds light on this question but
(3b)
such as we have tends to refute it.Falkner ,Ayres and others have
I
collected material that shows that only a small per cent of the pu*
pils are able to do the work of the elementary grade3 in less time
(4)
than one year to the grade .Dr.Ayres found from the complete record:
of 9489 school children in New York, that 5 per cent of these pupil
had reached the grade of their present attainment in 86 per cent
of the time for normal progress .This means that 5 per cent were
above normal in their ability to pass rapidly through the grades.
55 per cent of the pupils had neither gained a grade nor lost one
while the remaining 40 per cent had required 128 per cent of the
time allotted pupils making normal progress to complete the grades
This study indicates two things : (l)that the majority of pupils
make normal progress rind (2) that there are about eight times as
many slow as rapid pupils.
(5)
Dr.Ayres, in another study distributed 269 eighth grade pupils
into age-groups to determine the length of time each group had
required to complete the eight grades.His conclusions were as

_
1
— o» —
follows :
Children entering at 5-G years old, finish 8th grade, 14. 36 yrs.old.
15.11 "
15,94 "
16.68 "
16.71 "
A comparison of the average age for completing the elementary
course shows that pupils who enter late are not, as a rule, able to
make up the time thus lost; that is, they do not graduate at the age
that six-year-old children graduate, but they do go through the
grades in the usual number of years. The significant fact remains
that they do not make up the lost time»
The conclusions drawn from these data are similar to those of
(6)
Dr.Keyes who found that 85 per cent of 326 accelerates entered
school 6 years old or younger. He says, "The average accelerate en-*
ters school under 6 years of age .The school which would be of most
service to the community and not unmindful of its duty to the gift
ed pupils , should receive all pupils who are physiologically 6
years old no matter what the chronological age is, provided it does
not thereby cripple its facilities for receiving and training in
the most effective way, these who are older or within the compulso-
ry attendance limits."
Comparing the records of the late entrants with those of ear-
ly entrants ,Dr,Keyes found that of all those who enter between
7 and 8, 46 per cent repeat a grade; of those who enter at 5 or
younger, 50 per cent repeat a grade; and of those who enter be-
tween those ages, seven out of ten go through the grades without
failing one .We are therefore justified in concluding from these
facts that, as our schools are now organized, the best beginning
6-7
" 7-8 "
" 8-9 "
" 9-10 "
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age is between 6 and 7. Perhaps, if the schools were reorganized
and the activities of the lower grades were made simpler so that
a better articulation existed between the kindergarten and the
primary school, we might find that an earlier age would be better.
Irregular Attendance.
Another of the most common causes found in the different in-
vestigations on retardation, is irregular attendance. Dr. AyrIP
found that less than three fourths of our pupils attend school as
much as three fourths of the term and that irregular attendance
is accompanied by a low percentage of promotion. One school show-
ed 71.8 percent attending as much as three fourths time, with
72.8 of these pupils promoted. In another school, 70.3 percent at-
tended no more than three fourths time and 64.9 percent were pro-
moted; and still another had only 62.6 percent in attendance as
much as three fourths time and 54.9 percent of this number were
promoted. In all these schools the percent of promotion fluctuated
with the percent of attendance. Keyes 3hows that out of every one
hundred children who are absent twenty days, twenty lose one
grade; that out of every one hundred who are absent forty days,
forty lose one grade in eight; and that out of every one hundred
who are absent fifty days, seventy lose one grade in sight.
Sickness
Because irregular attendance is occasionally caused by sick-
ness these factors have been frequently studied together. Some re-
ports classify them under separate headings. Superintendent
(8)
Macky's report of the Trenton schools, 1911, shows sickness as
a cause of 7 percent of the retardation in his school and irregu-
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(9)lar attendance was responsible for 15 percent more. Dr. Bachman^
reported that among 1706 oases of retardation in New York City
that 17.4 percent had failed because of irregular attendance and
siokness had in some way caused 4.6 percent more failures. Many
other studies reach similar conclusions that corroborate those
here given.
Other Causes
Among the causes of retardation which are receiving an in-
creasing amount of attention and which need further investigation
are the use of tobacco by immature pupils; overcrowded school-
rooms; and moving from one school to another.
(9b)
Volkmor and Noble in a recent investigation of 100 school
reports found that 38 different causes of retardation were listed
but that only 19 were mentioned by more than one school and that
only 9 were mentioned more than four times. Absence was a cause in
36 cities; mental dullness, in 19; physical defects, in 18; ill-
ness, in 13; late entrance in 10; change of schools, in 8; and
overcrowded rooms in 7.
Most of the studies, thus far, bearing upon this topic have
concerned themselves with a study of schoolroom conditions, details
of management, or the physical or mental peculiarities of children.
Only now and then has reference been made to those social forces
outside the school that may interfere with a child*s progress
through the grades. Certainly the school standing of a pupil cannot
be attributed to or ascertained by any single force or factor; it
is always determined by a combination of factors, and not the least
of these is found in the mobility of our general population. "In
1910 the population of each state embraced a larger or smaller

number of immigrants from each of the other states; or conversely,
each state had sent forth as emigrants into each of the other states
a larger or smaller number of its own natives ....Other things be-
ing equal, the interchange tends to be greater between contiguous
than between noncontiguous states." The fact in this quotation can
illustrated with the data from any state. For example, of 2,318,430
persons reported in the census of 1910, as natives of Iowa, living
in the United States, 94,633 were living in Nebraska; 75,815, in
South Dakota; 67,100, in Minnesota; 64,333, in Kansas; 57,948, in
Illinois; 56,893, in Missouri; 54,960, in California; 47,863, in
Washington; 44,376, in Colorado; 41,186, in Oklahoma; 30,553, in
North Dakota; 38,343, in Oregon; and 138,045 living in all the other
states
.
Perhaps the movement of our population cityward is mors signif-
cant in this connection than the interchange of population between
states. In New York, for example, 83.3 percent of the natives of
other states living in that state are urban. The population of Chi-
cago, Illinois, includes 3,330 natives of Maine; 1,305, of New Hamp-
shire; 3,609, of Vermont; 9,773, of Maryland; 857, of Rhode Island;
3,030, of Connecticut; 51,033, of New York; 4,545, of New Jersey;
37,591, of Pennsylvania; 40,617, of Ohio; 37,300, of Indiana; 31,444,
of Michigan; 39,655, of Wisconsin; and only 1,171,495 out of 3,185,
383 who were natives of Illinois. Similar data from citie3 of less
than a million population and more than 50,000 population, show the
same fact, namely, that a large fraction of the population of any
city, or country town, for that matter, is composed of natives of
other places, urban and rural, due to the extreme tendency of our
general population to move from place to place. This changing from
state to state, from town to town, or from school to school involves
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for children a8 well as adults a readjustment to new and often very
different surroundings and so may be the cause of many pupils not
making normal progress in school work.
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CHAPTER II
A- Weed of This Study
A close survey of the literature on the subject of retardation
discloses the fact that further investigations should be made to
ascertain whether certain factors have not been wholly or in part
overlooked. So long as one third of our school population (approxi-
mately) is being retarded when compulsory attendance laws, health-
promoting laws, and laws that provide for early entrance , adequate
instruction, and physical welfare of children are being enforced,
there is need of a search for unobserved causes of retardation. Some
of the backwardness of children must be due to hereditary or con-
genital causes. Other children fall by the wayside because of cer-
tain social conditions over which neither they nor the schools have
any control. As has already been pointed out, our population is ex-
tremely mobile. A considerable fraction of it is constantly "on tbe
move". This change of residence for economic betterment may be ac-
companied by social and educational wastes. Blan discovered that
about 48 percent of the children in the upper grades, in the schools
that he investigated, are initial starters. Every school superinten-
dent is aware of the fact that the remaining 53 percent, those who
have drifted in from other schools, at various times, greatly in-
crease the number of administrative problems. They tend in many in-
stances to impede the progress of the classes they enter; they are
unfamiliar with the traditions and customs of the new school; they
must become acquainted with the textbooks; and because of the varia-
bility existing among different school curriculums, they do not
always fit in properly in the school to which they go. Because of
of the inability of the school officers to make these adjustments
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quickly, some students may suffer the loss of a grade. These con-
siderations give rise to a number of practical questions ; for exam-
ple, Have those parents who move once during their child's school
career handicapped him educationally? If they move two or more
times, has the handicap been increased proportionally? Do the child-
ren of such parents usually lose a grade ,usually gain a grade, or do
they merely hold their ovm? In other words, is there a direct cor-
relation existing between retardation or acceleration of children
in school and the mobility of our general population? Does this
correlation vary in amount and character according to the time of
school year in which the dbange is made? Does it vary with the grade
or with the age of the children? These are a few of the important
questions to which we hope to obtain answers in this investigation.
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B- Source of Data.
The data for this study were gathered by means of a questionnaire
from six Illinois towns ,Iloopeston, Paxton , Gibson City , Herrin, Carter-
ville and Creal Springs.
Hoopeston is a town of 6000 inhabitants; Paxton, a town of
4,000 inhabitants; Gibson City, a town of 2,500 inhabitants; Herrin,
a town of about 9,000 inhabitants; Carterville,atown of 3,400 in-
habitants; and Creal Springs, a town of 1,200 inhabitants. The first
three of these arc located in n orth central Illinois where the
principal occupation is farming. The inhabitants are of English,
Norwegian, Swedish, German, Danish, and Irish descent. There are about
500 negroes in these towns. The other towns are located in the ex-
treme Southern part of the state. They also have a cosmopolitan
the foreign stook being
population/,L.ade up of English, Italian^ , Russians , Germans , Jews , and
Greeks. The occupation in Herrin is principally coal mining. In
Carterville and Creal Springs, the occupation is tha,t common to all
farming towns.
that
The interesjt/ these towns have in education may be gathered
from the number of pupils attending the different schools. Hoopes-
ton has a total enrollment of 976 pupils in elementary grades and
176 in the high school ; Paxton, 470 pupils in the elementary grades
and 155 in high school;Gibson City, 370 pupils in the elementary
grades and 170 in the Township high school; Carterville ,400 pupils
in the elementary grades and 80 in the high school ; Herrin, 1900, in
the elementary grades and 125 in the Township high school; and
Creal Springs, 310 pupils in the elementary grades and 40 in the
high school. This is a total of 4426 elementary pupils and of 746
high school pupils.-
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lt will be seen later that data were gathered from the high
school and from seventh and eighth grades, only, but the complete
school-history of each child was secured.
The questionnaires were sent out to the superintendents v;ho
had previously shown a willingness to lend a helping hand and to
see that correct data were received from the pupils. The blanks
were given to the pupils while they were assembled and the impor-
tance of accuracy was emphasized by the teacher in charge. The
meaning of the different questions was explained. After the blanks
were filled out the sheets were then collected and all the answers
were checked either by a committee of teachers who were acquainted
with the family histories, or by reference to school records where
such were sufficiently complete to be of use. Parents were consult-
ed in some cases. Each superintendent submitted a written state-
ment expressing his belief that these data truly represent the
situation in his school.
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C- Questionnaire.
The following is a copy of the questionnaire used.
Post Office Date
1-Name Age, Years Konths
2-V/ere you born in this town?... In this county?.. In this state?...
In the U.S.? ...
.
o-~as your father born in the U.S.? Your mother?...
4-What is your father's occupation?
5- What language do your parents speak in the home?
6- Counting yourself,how many children have your parents?
7-How old were you when you started to school? .Years ... .Konths ...
8- In what grade are you now?... Have you ever failed to be promoted
9- If so,mark(f} after the grade you were in when you failed, 1st..
2nd. .3d. .4th. .5th. .6th. .7th. .8th. .9th. ,10th.
.
10
-How much more time Aid you have to go in this grade to be promoted.
Have you ever been promoted twice in one year? . ."/hat grades?...
11- If you have ever been out of school a month or more on account
of sickness
,
place (s) after the grade you were in, 1st „ .2nd .
.
3d. .4th. .5th. .Gth, ,7th. .8th. .9th. .10th. .11th. .12th. .
.
12-Have you ever been put back a grade on account of moving?.. If
so, what grade did you have to take over-
13-Place (m) after the grade you were_in when your parents moved
during school .1st . .2nd. .3d. .4th. .5th. .6th. .7th . .8th. ,9th. .10th .
.
14- Place (2m) after the grade if you moved twice in one year, etc.
15- Place (v) after the grades above if you moved during vacation,
while in any of these grades....
16- T.7ho is your superintendent?
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D-Replies Received.
Out of 1000 questionnaires sent out, 871 were filled out and re-
turned by pupils in the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh^, and
twelfth grades. All the replies were checked at the different
schools and found to he essentially correct .Some were not filled
out in full; for example , about 25 did not give the number of children
in their homes, but the information regarding moving , called for, wan
given, ©xcept in nine reports which were not counted in
the number tabulated below. The 871 replies, by school and by grade,
are given in Table I
.
TABLE I-SH07/ING THE NUMBER OF REPLIES, BY SCHOOLS AND BY GRADES.
VII VIII IX X XI XII Total
Hoopeston 70 45 42 33 34 224
Paxton 40 39 29 25 133
Gibson City 41 58 27 32 33 191
Herrin 7 74 40 18 18 15 172
Carterville 37 25 12 7 13 94
Creal Springs 17 14 11 8 7 57
24 236 219 146 126 120 871
the seventh
Because of the scarcity of replies in from/grad® , the conclus-
this grade
ions in this study do not take/ into account . 5 .
This table , exclusive of the seventh grade, shows a total of 236
eighth grade, 219 ninth, 146 tenth, 126 eleventh, and 120 twelfth grade
pupils
.
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CHAPTER III
Age; Parentage; Occupation of Parents; and Number of Children in
Families
In this chapter all t^e information which was called for, other
than that which pertains to the school life of the pupils, is dis-
cussed.
AGE.
The exact age in years and months was called for in the question-
naire, but, as the returns were received at different times from
January first to March first, the returns for age must be subject to
some error. Table II shows the age and grade cf all the pupils.
TABLE II, SHOWING THE AGE-CRADE DISTRIBUTION OF 871 PUPILS.
Age.
Grade toy*
VII *3
J—
.A I Lj . 3 /
VIII IT 3 /3 &
IX Ul /s
33*.X
XI
XII / "tee"
>• —
*
—
Total £7 3% f% /{TD ft /ax
Returns were received from 24 seventh grade pupils, 336 eighth
grade, 319, ninth, 146 tenth, 126 eleventh, and 120 twelfth grade
pupils, making a total of 871. This Table also shows that 4 pupils
were between 13 and 12-g- years old, three of whom were in the seventh
grade. 79 pupils were between 14 and 14f years and are distributed as
follows: 3 in the seventh, 41 in the eighth, 34 in the ninth, and
one in the eleventh grade.
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In practically all the studies In retardation, the normal age
for each grade As as follows :- First grade below 8 years old; sec-
ond grade, 7 to 9; third, 9 to 10; fourth, 10 to 11; fifth, 11 to 12;
sixth, 12 to 13; seventh, 13 to 14; eighth, 14 to 15; ninth, 15 to 16;
tenth, 16 to 17; eleventh grade,17 to 18; twelfth, 18 to 19. This
means that if a child is in the first grade and is above 8 years
old, he is retarded one or more years. If Average n is the meaning
of retardation, then 15 year old children in the eighth grade or six-
teen year old children In the ninth grade are retarded. The dark
heavy line in Table II separates the retards from those who are go-
ing through the grades in normal length of time or less. This shows
that 14 pupils In the seventh, 112 in the eighth grade, 59 pupils in
the ninth grade, 55 pupils in the tenth grade, 23 pupils in the elev-
enth grade, and 16 pupils in the twelfth grade have been retarded
one or more years in their progress. This total of 279 pupils is
32 per cent of the whole number of pupils whose replies are record-
ed.Earlier studies have shown that about one third of all the pupils
In city graded systems are overage. The conditions in the cities
included in this study are therefore fairly typical of conditions
in general.
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TABLE XII, SHOWING THE AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL PUPILS WHOSE
PARENTS HAVE MOVED DURING THE PUPIL'S SCHOOL LIFE.
_
j- . „ , , k , _
Cradr / > Z- - rj z~/9 / V -/Y'^ ft —
-
.. '.-
'
..' {-> -/> > 1 trj 7/ 77- 7 ftf / /
o
lot
7
if
VII / / / J /f 3
VIII / 7
_
i—
..
/3 // (0
i
. L .
/
(JIX 1 /o //
., 3,. ,.
X J x n
—
3
fi | n
f /
3J__
XI 1 !>
XII / /o ?
Total / $ 9 If Jj' So Uf 3Y f JzS~
TABLE IV, SHOWING THE AGE-GRADE
HAVE NEVER MO\
DISTRIBUTION OF ALL PUPILS WHO
TED.
VII 3 Z- 3 / Z- 3
VIII U /7 23 to /V /
IX t+ ft AfO I! 7 X-
X / // /7 ? J
XI 1 / /3 //
XII 3 > 3/ S3
Total 3 'f 36 \ ft 66 /3
TABLE V, SHOWING THE AC
MOVED ANI
iE-GRADE I
3 FAILED.
5ISTRIBUTION OF PUPILS WHO HAVE^'^ -
VII ~X7 J
^VIII / ¥- /3 /
IX If \fO s 333-
X / 1 % /s 3 X 3^
XL J /o / /f
XII ! /
Total / /o / 3 3o /jr /3>

TABLE VI,
NOT FAILE"
3H0W
D AN
ING THE AGE-GRADE DISTRIBUTION OF
D WHOSE PARENTS HAVE NOT MOVED.
PUPILS W]-10 HAVE
VII / /
'>'j /(. <tr-/<f
f
VIII / JL
"
<J> / / /
IX
y —
<J / / / %2 /b / /
X t Cs' 7 / ^ 1 l t> or
XI / / JK /0 / o 2-0
XII 3<>
Total 1J JO 1^ ^J J o 7
TABLE VII ,SHO'
Bl
P7ING THE /
JT DI,D NO 1]
LGE-GI
• fai]
IADE DISTR]
_i
.
: BUT I ON 03f PUPILS WHO MOVED
VII / /
VIII / b s / /
IX / / u / 3
X 7 / / y^
XI 1 / ¥ y^
XII / f 3/
m a. *lTotal / ' 7 // %<> t? /fj
TABLE vn:C, SHOWING THE
NOT MOVED AL
AGE-C
D HA1
JRADE
te fa:
DISTI
[LED.
IIBUTTON OF PUPILS WHO HAVE
VII / J5
VIII / .u ,7 ? / 63
IX
// / & /
X J J £ 3 Jo
XI X-
XII / /o 3
Total / / 9 2-3
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Table3 III and IV show that 37,4 percent of all the pupila
included in this study have moved one or more times during their
school career, and that 62.6 peroent have never moved. The larg-
est number who have moved, belonging in any grade, is in the
eighth grade.
The remaining tables show the relationship that exists
between failure and moving. These relationships may be shown
when the tables are combined as follows:
335 moved; of these 40.6 peroent failed
546 did not move; of these 38 percent failed
335 moved; of these 41 .8 percent average
546 did not move; of these 36.1 percent average
These figures reveal two important facts; (1) the relative
proportion of failures among those who move and those who do not
move, and (3) the relative amount of "o verageness" in the two
groups. Of those who moved 40.6 percent failed, while of those
who did not move, only 38 percent failed. 41 .8 percent of the
moving group were average while only 36.1 percent of initial
starters were average.
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Parontage
.
The questions pertaining to parentage were answered by all. The an-
swers are expressed in Tables IX-XIV.
TABLE IX, SHOWING THE PARENTAGE OF ALL THE PUPILS INCLUDED IN THIS
English 804 Irish 1
Swedish 32 Scotch 2
German 15 Norwegian 1
Danish 6 Welsh 2
Italian 7 TowO O If 1
Total 871
TABLE X, SHOWING THE PARENTAGE DP AT.T PTTPTT.^
XT1*** 14/1 1-.
.English XIX Oil n
Swedish 17 Scotch 2
u-erman 1U Norwegian
uani sn TX Welsh 2
i laiian •ZO Jew Total 325
TABLE XI, SHOWING THE PARENTAGE OP PTTPTLS WHO DTD NOT ¥OW.1/1I> ll V 1 iiiV V Hi •
English 514 Irish 1
Swedish 15 Scotch
German 5 Norwegian 1
Danish 5 Welsh ©
Italian 4 Jew 1 Total 546
TABLE XII , SHOWING THE PARENTAG
FAILED.
E OF ALL PUPILS WHO MOVED AND
English 128 Irish
Swedish 3 Scotch
German 1 Norwegian o
Danish V/elsh
Italian Jew Total 132
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TABLE XIII, SHOWING THE PARENTAGE OF PUPILS WHO DID NOT MOVE AND
WHO DID NOT FAIL.
English 358 Irish 1
Swedish 15 Scotch
German 5 Norwegian 1
Danish 5 Welsh
Italian 3 Jew 1 Total 389
TABLE XIV , SHOWING THE PARENTAGE
NOT FAIL.
OF PUPILS WHO MOVED BUT WHO DID
English 162 Irish
Swedish 14 Scotch 2
German 9 Norwegian
Danish 1 Welsh 2
Italian 3 Jew Total 193
TABLE XV, SHOWING THE PARENTAGE
FAILED
OF PUPILS WHO DID NOT MOVE BUT
English 156 Irish
Swedish Scotch
German Norwegian
Danish Welsh
Italian 1 Jew Total 157
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Tables X and XI may be combined as follows to show the relation-
ship between nationalities and removals :
TABLE XVI a.
Parentage of pupils
moved .
who Parentage of pupils who
did not move. Total
English 290 514 804
Swedish 17 15 32
German 10 r—5 15
Danish 1 5 6
Italian 3 4 7
Irish 1 1
Scotch 2 2
Norwegian 1 1
Welsh 2 2
Jews 1 1
871
Such a combination shows that the population is relatively homogen-
ous, so much so that no trustworthy conclusions bearing upon the
problem of ascertaining the influence of parentage, csn be drawn.
Tables XII , XIII ,XIV, and XV show that 68.9 per cent of the children
of English speaking parents who moved, failed; and 60.5 per cent ©f
the children of English speaking parents who did not move, did net
fail. In other words, these tables do not reveal any important re-
lationship between parental language and failure of children. It
is true that a higher percent of children of non-English speak-
ing parents fail, but the numbers are too small to be significant.

— 23 - -J
t !•
TABLE XVI b, SHOTTING THE PARENTAGE WITH REFERENCE TO THE NATIVE LAN*
GUAOB SPOKEN IN TH HOMES*
Voved--Did not ,*M&Fail .Did not ll.&not F.l'.&NOT F .Not V .&-FaTl
English290- 515 128 359 162 156
Swedish 16 15 3 15 13
German 8 4 1 4 7
Danish 4 5 5 4
Italian 5 4 3 3 1
Irish 1 1
Scotch 2 2
Norweg. 1 1
Welsh 2 2
Jew 1 Bj
355 54B 135 ' 5B9" I§3 1ST
The foregoing tables on parentage give the distribution of pu-
pils with regard to the nativity of their parents and to the
languages spoken in the homes. The group of foreign pupils here
represented is too small to determine anything definitely but cer-
tainly the evidence in this study, as far as it goes, is to the
effect that foreign parentage is not an important factor in deter-
mining retardation. It is possible,however, that many of the for-
eign children aspecially of the poorer werking-class ,have dropped
out to work before reaching the eighth grade and are not included
in this study.
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Occupation of Parents.
The pupils were next classified with reference to their parental
occupation, according to the plan pursued in the preceding chapter.
Naturally ©ur total here cannot equal the total found in Table II,
because the parents of some of the children were dead .Moreover
,
a few of the children failed entirely to answer this question. Tho
occupations were classified under five headings; extractive , which
includes farmers ,miners and all others who have to do with obtain-
ing products in their raw or crude form; transformation,which refers
to working the raw products into more usable form, manufacturers etc.
transportation,which as the name implies, includes those engaged in
transporting goods both raw and finished; trade,which includes
merchants , real estate men, and such other persons as are engaged in
buying and selling for profit; and service,which includes lawyers,
physicians and other professional men.
This method of distributing occupations is commonly used by
statisticians, but like any other plan, it has its difficulties.
For example, it is not always easy to determine in what group to
classify a person who teaches school in winter and farms in summer.
The information on this topic, therefore , is little more than an ap-
proximation. The pupils who answered the question which called for
the occupation of the parents, are classified in the tables which
follow.
TABLE XVI I, SHOWING THE OCCUPATION OF THE PARENTS OF THE PUPILS WHO
MOVED
Extractive 179 Per cent of all.20.5
Transformation 30 3.6
Transportation 25 3.0
4.2Trade
.
Service
35
47 5.3

TABLE XVI I I, SHOWING
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THE OCCUPATION OF PARENTS OF PUPILS WHO DID
TiTHT1 IfAVE1
Extractive 298
Per cent of all
54 .2
Transformation. . 40 4.8
Transportation 85 10.0
6.0
TABLE XIX, SHOWING THE OCCUPATION
AND FAILED.
OF PARENTS OF PUPILS WHO KOVED
7.1
x I C.lln J. Vl UlfX tlvll J- r 2.0
Transportation 10 1 4J. . H.
3.0
1.7 Total 126
TABLE XX, OCCUPATION OF PARENTS, PUPILS DID NOT i:0VE:DID NOT FAIL.
Extractive . . . .227 26.1
Transformation 25 3.0
Transportation 22 3.0
7.2
6.0 Total 385
TABLE XXI, SHOWING THE OCCUPATION
BUT DID NOT FAIL.
OF PARENTS OF PUPILS WHO IlOVED
Extractive .... 117 13.4
Transformation 13 1.6
Transportation 15 1.6
1.6
3.6 Total 190
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TABLE XXI I, SHOWING THE OCCUPATION OF PARENTS OF PUPILS WHO
DID NOT MOVE BUT FAILED.
Extractive ... 71
Transformation 15
Transportation 26
Trade 25
Service 11
8.1
1.8
5.1
3.0
1.5 Total 148
One gets the impression from these tables that people en-
gaged in extractive occupations are far more motile than people
engaged in other occupations. The relative mobility of these groups
may be determined bycombining thetotals as follows :
No .who moved--No .who did not move--Total- -Percentage moved.
Extractive 179
Transformation 30
Transportation 25
Trade • 55
Service 47
298
40
48
85
62
33T"
477
70
73
120
109
37.3?
4H.S
34.2
29.2
43.1
-8T9™
22 not reported
A comparison of the percentages shows that the ministers and other
public servant group (including teachers) are the most mobile. Sec-
ond in order is the transformation group, including factory hands
and others engaged in manufacturing, and the extractive group is
third instead of first.
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Tables XIX, XX,XXL and XXII may be more conveniently studied in
the following form :
FovecT and" EfirvecT and did Did not "move J Dfd net lf .,
failed. not fail. Total, did not fail, did fail. Total
Extractive . ..7.1# 13.4% 20.5% 26*1% 8.1% 34 .2%
Transformation 2.0 1,6 3.0 3.0 1.8 4.3
Transportation 1.4 .6 2.0 3.0 3.1 6.1
Trade 3.0 1.8 4.8 7.2 3.0 10.2
Service 1.7 3.6 5.3 6.0 1.5 7.5
15.2 "2T70~~ 3"6~72" 45.3 T775 6"2~73
It may be seen from this table that pupils whose parents are en-
gaged in extractive occupations, are distributed with regard to
failure and mobility as follows ,-1.1% of the whole group of pupils
who moved and failed were children of parents who are engaged in
extractive occupations .13 .4 per cent were children who have moved
but never, but whose parents are engaged in extractive occupations.
8.1 per cent, failed but did not Move. Combining the total of those
who have moved and that of those who have never moved,we find that
54.7 per cent of all the pupils who reported, are children of par-
ents who are engaged in extractive occupations. Combining 7.1 per
cent and 8.1 per cent, we ascertain that 15.2 per cent of all the
failures were made by this extractive group. It was found earlier
in this st*dy,that 30.2 per cent of the whole group had failed.
Then, 54. 7 per cent of 30.2 gives 16.52 per cent as the proportion-
ate part of failure for this group. But the total failure as shown
in the above table, is only 15.2 per cent which shows less propor-
tionate failure than the other occupations. 2.53 per cent would be
the proportionate parfc for the Transformation group ,but the above
table shows 3.8 per cent failure. In the same way 2.44 per cent
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would be the proportionate share for the Transportation group but
it produced 4.5 per cent of the failures. It may appear at first
thought that this is due to extreme mobility, but the above data
do not bear out this theory because 3.1 per cent of the 4.5 per cent
of failures are by those pupils who have never moved. Computing in
the same way, 4. 5 per cent would be the proportionate part of the
Trade group but this group has 6 per cent of the failures; and the
Service group, instead of 3.87 per cent has only 3.2 per cent, which
shows a slight gain again. As it stands , however , the extractive
group and the service group make a better showing than the other
groups.
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Size of Family.
TABL& XXII I aSnOWINu THE SIZE AT? T? Ill T T T IPC U'UT CU 1« rMrT?T\
One child in family. ... . . 28
»
.18
Two children in family.. 61; li.lgnT» 18
Three " " " 57: Nine 6
Four 54: Ten 2
Fire 49:
Six 26: Total 325
Median 4
TABLE XXIV,SHCflSING THE SIZE OF FAMILIES WHICH DID NOT MOVE •
One child in family. Seven children in family... 38
Two children " " 96: Eight 32
Three " " 98: Nine 9
Four " 100: Ten 6
Five 63: Eleven " " " 5
Six 61:
Total 546
Median 4
TABLE XXV, SHOWING THE SIZE OF
FAILED
.
FAMILIES OF PUPILS WHO MOVED AND
One child in family. Seven children in family.. . 10
Two children in " 39: Eight 11
Three " " 24: Nine 1
Four " " " 28: Ten " " 2
Five H " " 25: Eleven " " 1
Six " " » 12:
Total
Median
166
4
TABLE XXVI , SHOEING THE SIZE OF FAMILIES OF PUPILS WHOMOVED
DID NOT FAIL.
BUT
One child in family. Seven children in family. . . 8
Two children in " 22: Eight 7
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Three children in family.. 33
Four
Five
Six
26
24
14
Nine-- hildren in family.. 5
Ten "
Eleven Children "
4
1
Total
Median
159
4
TABLE XXVI I , SHOWING THE SIZE OF FAMILIES OF CHILDREN WHO DID NOT
MOVE AND DID NOT FAIL.
One child in family.... 14: Seven children in family.. 11
Two children in
Three "
Four " n
Five "
Six
46:
26:
88:
23:
15:
Eight
Nine
Ten
Eleven
14
2
2
5
Total
Median
246
4
TABLE XXVI I I, SHOWING THE SIZE OF FAMILIES OF PUPILS WHO DID NOT
MOVE BUT FAILED.
One child in family 24
Two children in
Three * "
Four " "
Five " "
Six
50:
72:
12:
40:
46:
Seven children in family... 27
Eight " w " 18
Nine 4 4 " 7
Ten " " " 4
Total
Median
300
4
The preceding tables show that 66 pupils are from homes with one
child, 157 from homes with two children, 155 from homes with three
children, 154 from homes with four children, 112 from homes with
five children, 87 from homes with six children, 56 from homes with
seven children, 50 from heaes with eight children, 15 from homes
with nine children, 12 from homes with ten children and 7 are from
homes with eleven ehildp^a. Comparing the*© tables, it may be noted
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that about one third of the children coming from one ,two or threo-
child homes ,are retarded . About the same percentage of pupils com-
ing from homes with seven or eight children fail in one or more
grades. This would seem to indicate that the size of the family is
of little consequence as a factor of retardation. The preceding ta-
bles may be combined as follows:
-
Moved & Moved &did
Size of family: Failed: not fail :
1 child : 13 : 15 :
Total:
OQ
Did not move
did not fail
1 A14
cc Did not
O A
: <s4
FjTota
? 38
2 children : 39 : 22 : oi : A C : 50 : 9b
3 : 24 : 33 : of : oa : i <o : vo
4 : 28 : 26 : OH ? pooo » TO : J.UU
5 •i : 25 : 24 49 : 23 : 40 : 63
6 it : 12 : 14 : 26 : 15 : 46 : 61
7 t, : 10 : 8 : 18 : 11 : 27 : 38
8 „ : 11 : 7 : 18 : 14 : 18 : 32
9 1: 5 : 6 : 2 : 7 : 9
10 : 2 : 4 : 6 : 2 : # : 6
11 1 : 1 : 2 : 5 : : 5
1 ne
1 child
table expressed in per
: 19.7: 22.7 :
325
cent is as follows
42.4 : 21.2
# _
•
546
: o / .o
2 M : 24.2: 14.0 : 38.2 : 29.3 : oc .5 : 61 .8
3 II : 15.4: 21.3 : 36.7 : 16.8 a /*» r-: 46.5 :63 .3
4 tl : 18.1: 16.9 : 35.0 : 57.1 : 7.9 : 65 .0
5 tl : 22.3: 21.4 : 43.7 : 20.5 : 35.8 :56.3
6 It : 13.8: 16.1 : 29.9 : 17.2 : 52.9 :70.1
7 II : 18.0? 14.2 . 32.2 19.6 48.2 :67.8
8 tt : 22.0: 14.0 : 36.0 : 28.0 36.0: 64.0
9 tt : 6.6: 33 . 3 : 39.9 : 13.3 : 46.8: 60.1
10 It : 16.7: 33.3 : 50.0 : 16.7 33.3. 50.0
11 II : 14.2: 14.2 : 28.4 : 71.6 : 71.6
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Table XXIX shows that 28 pupils who moved are from homes where
there are no other children; 13 of this number failed and 15 did
not fail. The table shows that 14 did not move and did not fail
other
and 24 did move and did fail one ot more times .The{\data compiled
in this table are read in the same way.
The table that follows is the same as Table XXIX, except the
numbers in each column are expressed in per cent .For example , Table
XXIX shows that 98 pupils included in this study came from homes
that have three children. Table XXIXb shews the distribution of
these 98 pupils as follows, 15.4 per cent ©f the 98 moved and
failed; 21.3 per cent moved and did not fail; 16.8 per cent of the
whole group did not move and did not fail; and 46.5 per cent did
not move but did fail.
Reading these tables as indicated and comparing the percentages
of the eleven groups under each of the four headings, it may be
observed that there is little or no correlation between size of
family and moving. Comparing the percentages of pupils who have
never moved and have never failed with those who show the same
distribution of other pupils who have never moved but have failed,
there is no evidence of correlation between size of family(As in-
dicated by the number of children in the home) and failure. For ex-
ample's^ per cent of the children from seven-children homes fail-
ed but did not move; while 52.9 per cent from six-children homes
failed but did not move. Likewise, 7.9 per cent failed in four-
children homes and 36.4 per cent failed in one-child homes. The
same irregularity may be seen in a comparison of any corresponding
items in this table.
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CIIAPTER IV.
School Life of the Pupil.
The Entrance Age; Number of Pupils Faining Promotion; Number of Accel-
erates; and Extra Time from Sickness and all other Causes of Re-
tardation except Moving.
Entrance Age.
Data regarding the entrance age of pupils included in this study,
show to the nearest half year, the age of the pupils lihen they en-
tered school for the first time.
TABLE XXIXc. SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGE OF ALL PUPILS WHO MOVED.
4^-5*5-5! *5#-6*6-6iT*6?r-7 *7-7^jr#7-^-8*8-9*9-10*10-11 * Total.
VII
. . 1_ 6
J
fl
_ 1 1 1 . . 10. _
VIII 3 6 46 12 9 4 4 84
IX
—
—
9 12 s 16 1 _5
!
J j
X 4 6 21 13 TO 2 1
XI
1 4 . a_ 21 a.. 7 i V ... 1 .. — ~- 52 . . -
XII 8 L 6 13 10 3 , r I 37
1 ?A 39 TAX 49, _ 1Q 12_ 1
Fed isn6-6
.
5
TABLE XXX, SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGE OF ALL PUPILS WHO DID NOT MOVEV
VII 7, f> 2 ! !1 I u
VIII
- 14- IX- 74 —16. IS U A l 1 L52
IX
?. ... 5 24 65 13 16 135..., -
X
... ... ,6 1.4 36 19 i n * 8R . .
XI
—!jd 74
XII
—2— 19 36 15 9 2
j
83
2 35 77 251 75 58 25 11 1 . JL 546
Median 6-6.5
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TABLE XXXI, SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGE OF ALL PUPILS WHO MOVED AND
*7-7i |»10-1]'I* Total
irr TVII
i
» 1 1 1 4
VIII
—
I
'
. LsJ *. 22 7
-j
4 o 3 44
IX 2 5 14 5
f
7 oc 35
X 1 2 10 5 5 1 J 24
XI 2 6 6 1
-
3 1 19
XII 2 2 2
i
9 17 ; 56 20 20 5
j
,
&
1
132
TABLE XXXI I, SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGS OF PUPILS WHO DID NOT MOVE
AND DID NOT FAIL
VII 2 3 2
j
Q
VIII 9 5 38
T
8 9 13 5 1 1
IX 1 4 20 45 11 16 7 2
i
1 —
lUD
X 5 9 22 11
~—
—
8 31 Ob
XI 1
————
—
6 29 10
—
i
12 58
XII 1 14 33 7 2 J 69
1
—
21 56 170 54 43 22 10 1 1 389
TABLE XXXII] , SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGE
NOT FAIL.
OF I3UPIL£ i WHO ]KJVED BUT DID
VII 1
_JL
2
'
4 6
VIII 1
—,
—
j. 24 5 5 2 1 40
IX 7 7 22 9 1 3 49
X 3 4
r~
2
11 8 5 1 1 1 34
XI 1 2 15 8 4 1 1 33
XII 1
p
6
I
11 8 3 1 1 31
i X5 22 87 29 26 5 rl 1 193

.
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TABLE XXXIV, SHOWING THE ENTRANCE AGE OF PUPILS WHO DID NOT MOVE
BUT FAILED
.
'
I 2 I I 2 I / 1 / ' I II 5VII
vii:[ 5 6 36 Li 6 1 1 1 1 63
IX
1
4
1
I
20 2 1
_L_ 29
X 5 14 8 2 30
SJ 4 1 6 4 1 t 16
XII
1
5 5 3 2 14
1 14 21 81 21 15 3
—
r
i 157
" Median 6-6f
Tables XXIX and XXX confirm what we have already found, viz ., that
tho ratio of the initial starters to the drifters is roughly 60 to
40. The tables also show that the median entrance age of both
groups is between 6 and 6-§ years.
All these tables are more intelligible when combined in the
following manner;-
Entrance age
Moved &
failed
,
Moved & did
J not fail
.
1
Total
1 Did
'did
not mov
not fail
si, Did not move,
J did fail. Total
4| to 5 1 1
i
1
|
1 2
5 to 5§ 9
i
15 24
i
21 14 35
5i to 6 17 22 39 56 21 77
6 to 6i 56 87 133 170
—
81 251
6i t© 7 20
i
29 49 54 21 75
7 to 7i 20 26 46 43 15 58
7j to 8 5 5 10 22 3 25
8 to 9 5 7 12 10 1 11
9 to 10 1 1 i 1
10 to 11 1
Total. 132 193 325 389 157 546
Medians 6 t©6§ 6 to ek 6 to 6| 6 to ©i
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Frora this combination, it is clear that no essential difference
exists among the different groups as to the age they entered school.
Perhaps the difference in the entrance age of the two groups who
moved may be of significance , but this table does laot justify us in
concluding that it is. Compared , however , with the results obtained
from Tables V,VI, VII, and VIII where we found that 68.1 per cent of
all those who moved and failed were overage , these facts become
very important. We note for instance , that 63.8 per cent of all the
movers were of normal age or under when they entered the public
schools , assuming the normal age to be between 6 and 6-| years. If
one considers the range from 6 to 7 as the normal beginning age,
then 79.8 per eent entered at normal age or under. If we take 7§
to 8 as the oldest normal group found in first grade, only 7.1 per
cent of the group are found overage in their first year. It cannot
be maintained from these considerations that a causal relationship
exists between failure and entrance age. Other data, woulc be needed
to show this. The great amount of ©verageness found in the upper
grades must be attributed to some other factors , and, in the light
of our flats, one factor seems to be removals of the parents.
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Number Failing Promotion.
Tables V and VI I I, when combined , shew a total of 289 pupils who
failed one or more grades since entering school. Some of these pu-
pils failed two or more times thus causing an aggregate of 433
failures. Table XXXV shows the distribution of these failures.
TABLE XXXV, SHOWING THE AGGREGATE FAILURES OF ALL WHO FAILED , DISTRIB-
UTED AS TO GRADE AND TIME OF OCCURRENCE.
Failures of pupils whoFailures of pupils who Failures iud
Grade moved & failed the did not move theyear next year after
same year. of failure or ir r .before .moving
.
Term Vacation
1
TotalNever moved K.in other Yrs,.Total
I 12 12 12 9 21 33
II 13 2 15 10 8 18 33
III 18 2 20 14 4 18 1 39
IV 23 2 25 19 6 25 4 54
V 20 20 19 3 22 4 46
VI 16 4 20 25 6 31 5 56
VII 13 6 19 45 8 53 2 74
VIII 13 2 15 51 13 64 79
IX 2 2 7 7 14 2 16
X 2 2 1 3
Total 130 18 148 204 62 266 19 433
This table shows that 130 failures were made in the sehool year
in which pupils changed schools. That is to say each of the 130
failures was made by a pupil who moved during the term of the year
in which the failure was made. The 18 failures indicated as vacation
moves are failures due to the pupils being put back when they change
schools in vacation time. These are the pupils who said they had
been "put back" on account of moving and who indicated that they
had moved in vacation. The next column shows 266 failures made by
pupils in some other year than the one in which they moved or the
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year that f•Hawed, and the last column Indicates the failures by
grades of pupils who failed the next year after moving. Table XXXV
further shows that there is a constantly increasing number of fail-
ures throughout the grades from one to eight. The comparative value
of this table is table is seen when we combine totals in the third
column with those of the fifth and seventh columns. Combined thus,
this table shows that 229 of the 433 failures were made by the
"shifting group", as against 204 failures made by the initial start-
ers. This means that a group of 325 who moved made a total of 229
failures and that another group of 546 who had identically the
same conditions excepting that they were initial starters,had a
total of 204 failures. In other words, the moving group, two thirds
as large as the other group,had 25 more failures. This does not
mean that all the additional failures came directly from moving,
but shows rather that the moving group is twice as prone to failure
as the non-moving group.
J
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Vacation Fovea.
The comparative influence of vacation moves may be seen from
the following tables.
TABLE XXXVI, SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF VACATION MOVES, BY GRADES,
Grade
i
I II III
J it * i * i
IV V 'VI VII VIII
1
IX X T.
Number who moved in vacation
and lost no grade.
6
1
15 10 11 10 12 12 8 3
p
90
Number,moved in vacation and
lost a grade by being put back.
2 I 2 4 6 2
4
—
-
18
Total 6 17 12 13 10 16 18 10 u 3 108
This table indicates that there were vacation moves made in
all the grades; 90 of these moves did not result in the pupil los-
ing a grade and 18,which is one fifth the total of such moves, did
result in the pupil being put back a grade. This means that when
a pupil is forced to change schools because of his or her parents
moving, he or she stands one chance in six of being caused to re-
peat a grade.
This result when compared with those shown in Tables III and V,
clearly indicates that vacation moving is accompanied by a smaller
percentage of failure than moving during the time in which school
is in session.

Accelerates
.
The following tables show the distribution of pupils who were
promoted two or more times.
TABLE XXXVII , SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS
WHO MOVED.
Grades promoted in same year ,1&2 2&3 3&4 4&5 5&6 6&7 7&8 8&9 9&10
VII 3(t) 1 1
VIII 3 1 1 1 1
IX 4t 1
X 1 1
XI
XII lv
Total 11 5 2 1 1
TABLE XXXVI I I, SHOWING
WHO
THE DI
HAVE N
STRIBUTION
EVER MOVED
OF
•
ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS
VIII
$
)
72s 1
IX
8 3 4 3 3
Is
2
X
4
Is
2 1 1 1
XI
10
Is
2 1 2 2 2 1 i
XII
2 4
Is
3
Is
1 1
33 18 13 10 5_ 3 5
TABLE XXXIX, SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS
WHO HAVE MOVED AND FAILED.
mi Z
IX 1
X
XI
XII
2 1
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TABLE XL,SHOWING THE PISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS HAVE
NOT MOVED AND HAVE NOT FAILED.
Grade? promoted in during same year
1 &2 2&3 3&4 4&5 5&6 6&7 7&8 8&9 9&10
Til 6 6 2
VIII 2 1 2 1
II* 2 1
X# 3 1 2 2
XI 1 3
XII i
Total 13 9 6 6 1
TABLE XLI, SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS
WHO MOVED AND DID NOT FAIL.
1&2 a&3 3&4 4&5 5&6 6&7 7&8 8&9 9&10
VII
VIII 1 1 1
IX 3 1 111
X 1 1
XI 4 1
XII 1
Total 9 5 2 11
TABLE XLI I, SHOWING
WHO HAVE
THE
NOT
DISTRIBUTION OF ACCELERATES AMONG PUPILS
FAILED AND HAVE MOVED.
13:2 2&3 3&4 4&5 53:6 6&7 73:8 8&9 93:10
VII
VIII 3 1 5 1
IX 6 2 2 3 2 2
X 2 2 1 1
XI 7 1 1 1
XII 2 3 1
Total 20 9 7 4 2 3 4
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TABLE XLIII ,SHOYJING THE COMBINED TOTAL FIGURES OF THE PRECEDING
TABLES OF ACCELERATES.
Grades
VCU clIiLl
failed.
ll V VOu clIiVA
net fail.
did Did
Tetal.did
ill v i-Uw V O j
net fail.
Did
but
nmiLlW O
did fail.Teta
1&2 2 9 1
1
13 20 33
2&3 5 cO 9 9 18
3&4 1 2 M 6 7 13
4&5 1 1 6 4 10
5&6 1 1 1 2 3
6&7 3 3
7&8 4 4
Total 3 18 21 35 49 84
The above greuping ef tables shews two noteworthy tendencies
viz.,(l) that pupils whe lese a grade frem meving rarely succeed
in gaining the pesitien in the grades that normal pregress gives
them. In this study enly 3 eut ef 132 whe moved anfl failed have
at seme time in their scheel career made twe grades in ene year.
These three deuble premetiens were all in the primary grades. (2)
The number ef accelerates ameng the initial starters is t© that ef
the mevers as 4 te 1. In a preceding table,we referred te the rel-
ative number ef initial starters te the number ef mevers as 40 te
60. This means that there we feund li times as many initial starters
as mevers. The table abeve shews that the nen-meving greup preduced
4 times as many accelerates as the meving greup.
Evidently changing scheels has a retarding influence en capable
pupils as well as en those ef ordinary er less ability. 49 eut ef
157 ef these whe did net move but failed made up the grade failed j
when only 3 eut ©f 132 ©f those who moved and failed did so.

p
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Sickness
.
Pupils were
sence of a
asked ta recard any sickness which necessitated
that
nienth or more. The influence/ such sickness had Is
an »b-
Indica-
ted in the fallawing tables:.
TABLE XLI I lb .SHOWING THE NUMBER OF PUPILS 20DAYS OR MORE .WHO
— *
VIII 15
% af greup
4.1
IX 12 3.7
Xf 8 2.5
Xlf 9 2.9
XII
T»tal
1
45
.5
15.7 (Graup,325)
TABLE XLIV. SHOWING THE NUMBER
DID NOT MOVE.
OF PUPILS SICK 20 DAYS OR MORE ,WH0
VIII 24 4.4
IX 18 2.9
X 10 1.6
XI 17 2.3
XII 2 .3
T*tal 71 12.0 (Graup,546)
TABLE XLV, SHOWING THE AMOUNT
FAILED
.
OF SICKNESS, OF PUPILS WHO MOVED AND
VIII 8 2.1
IX 6 1.3
3 1.0
XII
Slftfti 3 1.0
—
Tatal 20 5.9
'
-
'———
.. ,
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TABLE XLVI
,
SHOWING
vnvif AND
THE NUMBER SICK 20DAYS OR MORE,WHO DID NOT
DID NOT FAIL.
\TT T TV 1 1 1 1 7
7°
2.8
TY 12 1.9
A s .8
YT 1
1
X -L 1.7
YT TAll 1 .1
1 9iai 46 7 ^
TABLE XLVII , SHOWING THE NTTMRFR ST OK
DID NOT FAIL.
20DAYS OR MORE WHO MOVED RUT
VTT TV 1 1 1 7 2.0
TV1
A
« 1.9
A 1.5
YTAl D 1.9
YT TAl 1 1X .5
1 •Lai 7.8
TABLE XLVI II, SHOWING THE NUKBER SICK
MOVE BUT FAILED.
2Q DAYS OR MORE WHO DTD NOT
VT T Tv 1 1
1
7 1.6
TY1 6 1.0
YA 5 .8
YTAl 6 .8
YTTAll 1 .2
19 1/31 25 4.7
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TABLE XLIX , SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF SICKNESS, 20 DAYS OR MORE,
BY _GRADES AND BY THE GRADE IN WHICH THE SICKNESS OCCURRET
First Seco'nd Th
F. TN© F t . F-N©??-
ird Fourth
No F.F-NeF
,
Fifth
F-N©F
. J.
N©F,
Seventh
F-N©F,
Eighth Ninth
F-N©F , F-N©Fai
VIII
4 2 3 3 2 4 1 2 2 4 3 1 2
: -
IX 2
'
—
•
2 2 2 2 2 1 1 5 1 2
X 8 2 1 3 2 1 1 1 2
—
2
j
XI 3 1 1
i
2 1 4 1 1
'"1
3 2 3
XII 1
(
; 1 1
13
Total
5 6 6 6
L
3 7 5
;
L J
11; 4 ILL 11 6 8 11
1
The ab©ve table means that in the eighth grade there were 6 pu-
pils who were sick in the first grade and that in 4 ©f these cases
failed the same year. The other columns may be read in the same
way, F signifying failure and NoF signifying that the pupil did
not fail.
The next table shows the distribution of individual cases ©f
sickness and failure by the grades in which the sickness and fail-
ure ©ccurred.
TABLE L, SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF ALL THE PUPILS INCLUDED IN THIS
STUDY WHO WERE SICK,MOVED AND FAILED THE SAME YEAR.
Grade, year sick Grade, year moved Grade,year failed Total
VIII 3,3,4.4,5,5,8 3,3,4,4,5.5.8 3,3,4,4,5,5,8 _ 7 pupils
IX 5 5 5 1
X
XI 3,3 3,3 3,3 2
XII 4 4 4 1
Total 11 pupils
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Tables XLIX and L shew that in the eighth grade,
there were twe
pupils who were sick 20 days .r mere when they
were in the third
grade. These same pupils m.ved that year and
failed to be promoted.
Twe in the eighth grade had the same experience
when in the fourth
grade; likewise twe in fifth and ene in eighth.
The ether figures .
this table are interpreted in the same way, thus
shewing that 11 pu-
pils had prelenged illness and meved in the same
year in which they
failed te be premeted. Ne deubt beth sickness and
moving are ac-
countable in some degree for the failure but all
these cases have
been deducted from the number which shows the total
of pupils who
meved and failed the same year and have been
regarded as having
failed because of sickness.
Tables XLII and XLIII show that 116 pupils were
sick as many
as 20 days or more in one term. Counting the 11
pupils referred to
above, as having failed from sickness, it would seem
that about 9
per cent of all pupils who miss as much as 20 days
school in a term
en account of sickness, fail to be promoted. These
tables shew that
20 pupils who were sick and moved , failed that year
and that 25 pu-
pils who did net move but were siek,failed ,making a total
of 45
out ef 116, or 13.7 per cent. This coumt probably mere
nearly rep-
resents the strength ef this retarding factor than that
based on
individual answers because some ef the pupils only
knew they were
out sick and may not have been aware that this
was the cause of
failure that year.
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The distribution of pupils as to the number of "Moves" mod© by
each and as to the time in which they were made is as fallows.
Number of pupils who moved
.
Aggregate "Koves" made by Koved ®nce*M . twice*M
.
5t imes»yT-»M .5
pupils who lest e grade
the year they moved, 156 81 19 7 4
Aggregate "Koves "by pupils
who failed the year follow-
ing the year in which they
moved, 11 3 1 2
Aggregate "Koves"made by
pupils whe moved during
school but lest no grade, 176 78 22 11 4 1
Aggregate "Moves"made in
vacation by pupils whe did 1(6)
not lose a grade . 90 34 7 3 3 3
Aggregate "l_oves"in vacation
which resulted in the pupils
being put back a grade, 18 18
Aggregate "Moves "by pupils whe Sc .15
meved both in vacation and 33 V. 2 2 2
during school and lest a grade
,
Aggregate "Moves" by pupils who Sc~7
moved both in vacation and dur- V 2
ing school but did not lose a
grade
, 6
— ToTaT 49~6~ 214 66 ~ 27 13 4 1
This table indicates that a total of 490 moves resulted from 325
pupils moving . Some of the pupils moved during the term only, some
in vacation only and others moved both during school and in vaca-
tion. 81 moved but once, 19 moved twice, 7 three times, and 4 moved
four times all of which moves were made during school and were
accompanied by failure by the pupils that year. 214 of the 325
pupils here listed moved but once, 66 moved twice, 27 moved three
times, 13 moved four times, 4 moved five times and 1 moved six times,
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CHAPTER V.
Conclusions.
The object of this investigation, as stated on page 8 of this study,
is to try to ascertain the correct answer to the following question!
(l)Have these parents who moved once during their child's school
career handicapped him educationally? (2) If they moved two or more
times, has the handicap been increased proportionally? (3) Do th©
children of such parents usually lose a grade ,usually gain a grade,
or do they merely hold their own? (4) Is there a correlation be-
tween retardation or acceleration of children and the mobility of
our general population? (5) Does this correlation vary in amount
and character according to the time of school year in which tho
move is made? (6) Does it vary with the age of the children?
All these questions refer to the influence that changing schools
may have on the school record of the pupils concerned. The conclus-
ions here deduced are (1) that the parents who move during their
child's school career, in 23.5 per cent of the cases ,handicap their
child by moving. This deduction is based on the facts that follow.
The entrance age shows the same proportionate amount of overageness
in both groups. The amount of sickness and other conditions which
affect the school record are found to be factors that affect both
groups alike and still,at the time of this study, the initial start-
ers have 23.5 per cent less overageness than has the other group.
(2)325 pupils made a total of 490 moves. 214 pupils moved but
once, 102 (47 .6 $)©f whom failed the year the move was made or tho
year next following. 66 pupils moved twice ,37( 56 . 1 %)ef whom fail-
ed that year or the year following; 27 pupils moved three times,
9 (33^) of whom failed similarly; 13 pupils moved four times, 6 (46^)
of whom failed in the same w&y; 4 pupils moved fiV© times and on©
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moved six times but did not fail. The pupils who made 3 or more
moves have a larger proportionate number of vacation moves which
affect school record less than do the moves made during the terra.
Hence, the data of this study do not justify one in saying that the
moving
retarding influence ©f/\is or is not proportionate to the number of
moves but it shows that the risk of failure is greater with two
or more moves than with one. (3) Comparing the record of accelerates
in the two groups, it is evident that acceleration does not often
attend the "Moving group". 49 out of 157 of these who did not move
up
but failed,made the grade lost and only 3 out of 132 of the mov-
ing group succeeded in regaining the grade thus lost. (4) There is
a higher correlation between moves made during school and failure
than between vacation moves and failure. 108 of the 490 moves
were made in vacation and only 18 (16.6^) of these were attended
by failure while 382 of the 490 moves were made during school and
200 (50.3^) were attended with failure. This shows that the moves
made during school more frequently result in the loss of a grade
than do the moves made in vacation. (5) The retarding influence of
moving is felt in all the grades but the primary grades are affect-
ed most.
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